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A Financial History of the United States: From Christopher Columbus to the Robber Barons (1492-1900) 2002 the first
comprehensive financial history of the united states in more than thirty years accessible to undergraduate level
readers it focuses on the growth and expansion of banking securities and insurance from the colonial period right up
to the incredible growth of the stock market during the 1990s and the attack on the world trade center in 2001 the
author traces the origins of american finance to the older societies of europe and northern africa and shows how
english merchants transferred their financial systems to america he explains how financial matters dominated the
founding and development of the colonies and how financial concerns incited the revolution and he shows how the civil
war began the transformation of america from a small economy largely dependent on foreign capital into a complex
capitalist society from the civil war the nation s financial history breaks down into periods of frenzied speculation
quiet growth periodic panics and furious periods of expansion right up through the incredible growth of the stock
market during the 1990s
The Origins of Business, Money, and Markets 2011-06-28 to understand business and its political cultural and economic
context it helps to view it historically yet most business histories look no further back than the nineteenth century
the full sweep of business history actually begins much earlier with the initial cities of mesopotamia in the first
book to describe and explain these origins roberts depicts the society of ancient traders and consumers tracing the
roots of modern business and underscoring the relationship between early and modern business practice roberts s
narrative begins before business which he defines as selling to voluntary buyers at a profit before business he shows
the material conditions and concepts for the pursuit of profit did not exist even though trade and manufacturing took
place the earliest business he suggests arose with the long distance trade of early mesopotamia and expanded into
retail manufacturing and finance in these command economies culminating in the middle eastern empires part one but it
was the largely independent rise of business money and markets in classical greece that produced business much as we
know it alexander the great s conquests and the societies that his successors created in their kingdoms brought a
version of this system to the old middle eastern empires and beyond part two at rome this entrepreneurial market
system gained important new features including business corporations public contracting and even shopping malls the
story concludes with the sharp decline of business after the 3rd century ce part three in each part roberts portrays
the major new types of business coming into existence he weaves these descriptions into a narrative of how the
prevailing political economic and social culture shaped the nature and importance of business and the status wealth
and treatment of business people throughout the discussion indicates how much and how little business has changed
provides a clear picture of what business actually is presents a model for understanding the social impact of
business as a whole and yields stimulating insights for public policy today
Business finance 1919 this comprehensive two volume history of canadian business is a detailed account of the
development of commerce and industry in the formative period from confederation to the first world war most of author
tom naylor s information gathered from contemporary sources and particularly the business press is recorded here for
the first time this research has led him to offer a fundamental reinterpretaion of canadian business and economic
history which is bound to generate worldwide controversy in volume i on the banks and finance capital the story of
the growth of the canadian chartered banking system is told in detail included is an analysis of the many bank
failures and an explanation of the techniques used successfully by the largest chartered banks to dominate banking
and finance in the new confederation several chapters deal with hitherto unrecorded facets of the development of the
financial system of canada the major financial institutions and the types of operations they financed volume ii deals
mainly with the development of manufacturing and industry the rapid growth of foreign branch plants which followed
the national policy is examined in detail as are business assistance measures like patent laws tariffs government
subsidies and municipal bonusing nayloroffers detailed accounts of the rise of big business through the formation of
cartels and mergers assembled out of smaller independent operations these two volumes offer a completely new
perspective on the development of the canadian economy they cast important new light on the historical forces which
lie behind many pressing currrent economic and political issues
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The History of Canadian Business, Volume I 1975-01-01 the routledge companion to business history is a definitive
work of reference and authoritative international source on business history compiled by leading scholars in the
field it offers both researchers and students an introduction and overview of current scholarship in this expanding
discipline drawing on a wealth of international contributions this volume expands the field and explores how business
history interacts theoretically and methodologically with other fields it charts the origins and development of
business history and its global reach from latin america and africa to north america and europe with this multi
perspective approach it illustrates the unique contribution of business history and its relationship with a range of
other disciplines from finance and banking to gender issues in corporations the routledge companion to business
history is a vital source of reference for students and researchers in the fields of business history corporate
governance and business ethics
The Routledge Companion to Business History 2016-12-01 globalization is not an external force but a result of
concrete business decisions made by millions of entrepreneurs and managers across the world as such the modern
corporation has completely altered the economic landscape business and finance have shaped the international order of
the modern world history of financial institutions contributes to the analysis of how the modern corporation business
and finance have shaped and keep on shaping our world in a collection of nine succinct essays this volume looks at
the role of finance in european history from the beginning of the 19th century to the period after the second world
war archivists and financial historians who are also leading scholars of banking and financial history investigate
the ways in which the international post war order developed they draw on often hitherto unused archival sources from
central banks and other institutions to reveal the unique histories of a variety of european countries and the paths
that have led to the contemporary economic and financial system the collection includes reflections on monetary
stabilization inflation hyperinflation globalization and public relations in banking and commerce this book is
essential reading for banking and finance executives as well as policy makers with a historical interest it will also
be of importance to academics with a particular interest in economic history financial or banking history and
european history
A Financial History of the United States 2011 the field of business history has changed and grown dramatically over
the last few years there is less interest in the traditional company centred approach and more concern about the
wider business context with the growth of multi national corporations in the 1980s international and inter firm
comparisons have gained in importance in addition there has been a move towards improving links with mainstream
economic financial and social history through techniques and outlook the international bibliography of business
history brings all of the strands together and provides the user with a comprehensive guide to the literature in the
field the bibliography is a unique volume which covers the depth and breadth of research in business history this
exhaustive volume has been compiled by a team of subject specialists from around the world under the editorship of
three prestigious business historians
History of Financial Institutions 2016-10-04 a definitive new reference on the major failures of american corporate
governance at the start of the 21st century tracing the market boom and bust that preceded enron s collapse as well
as the aftermath of that failure the book chronicles the meltdown in the telecom sector that gave rise to accounting
scandals globally featuring expert analysis of the sarbanes oxley legislation that was adopted in response to these
scandals the author also investigates the remarkable market recovery that followed the scandals an exhaustive guide
to the collapse of the enron corporation and other financial scandals that erupted in the wake of the market downturn
of 2000 this book is an essential resource for students teachers and professionals in corporate governance finance
and law
International Bibliography of Business History 2013-12-16 this book brings together works written by academics from
all over the world on all aspects of business history accounting history management history economic history audit
history tax history financial history and professional history writing transferring and archiving historical
knowledge allows future generations to take lessons from the past and make more informed decisions regardless of
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whether it is in politics society or business historization can also be seen as the first step of
institutionalization for private and governmental companies institutions professionals and states institutionally
managed historical activities decisions and results are accepted as a very important reference about the company for
decision makers and stakeholders additionally historization is used in the development and promotion of professions
historization of professions such as certified public accountants external auditors internal auditors economists tax
experts certified fraud examiners and managers nationally and internationally has the potential to educate and
motivate new entrants to such roles as such this book is a valuable read for business historians professionals in the
field academics and students of business
A Financial History of Modern U.S. Corporate Scandals 2015-01-28 back in print the 1975 classic about the triumph of
corporate capitalism during canada s formative years
History of Accounting, Management, Business & Economics, Volume I 2023-10-28 this work has been selected by scholars
as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy
and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to
the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
History of Canadian Business 2006 this is a history of one of the world s most famous financial institutions from its
foundation as a private partnership in 1690 to the present a pioneer in international trade finance and branch
banking the story of barclays bank is a microcosm of the successes and failures of corporate strategies in banking
extensively illustrated and accessibly written the book will appeal to readers beyond those with an interest in
financial history it makes a major contribution to the economic and social history of modern britain and the
contemporary business world
Business Finance 2022-10-27 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true
to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this
work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you
may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks
etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Barclays 2008-02-11 in the first century bc lending and borrowing by the senators was the talk of rome and even
provoked political crises during this same period the state tax farmers were handling enormous sums and exploiting
the provinces of the empire until now no book has presented a synthetic view of roman banking and financial life as a
whole from the time of the appearance of the first bankers shops in the forum between 318 and 310 bc down to the end
of the principate in ad 284 professor andreau writes of the business deals of the elite and the professional bankers
and also of the interventions of the state to what extent did the spirit of profit and enterprise predominate over
the traditional values of the city of rome and what economic role did these financiers play how should we compare
that role to that of their counterparts in later periods
BUSINESS FINANCE A PRAC STUDY 2016-08-24 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and
remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations
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in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Banking and Business in the Roman World 1999-10-14 a comprehensive survey of international financial history across
three thousand years that reveals how previous crises were successfully overcome
The History of Canadian Business 1867-1914 1975 this book examines women s financial activity from the early days of
the stock market in eighteenth century england and the south sea bubble to the mid twentieth century the essays
demonstrate how many women managed their own finances despite legal and social restrictions and show that women were
neither helpless incompetent and risk averse nor were they unduly cautious and conservative rather many women learnt
about money and made themselves effective and engaged managers of the funds at their disposal the essays focus on
britain from eighteenth century london to the expansion of british financial markets of the nineteenth century with
comparative essays dealing with the us italy sweden and japan hitherto writing about women and money has been
restricted to their management of household finances or their activities as small business women this book examines
the clear evidence of women s active engagement in financial matters much neglected in historical literature
especially women s management of capital
Business Finance, a Practical Study of Financial Management in Private Business Concerns 2015-11-05 this volume
includes a broad sample of scholarly publications of professor edwin j perkins on u s financial history and related
topics in the fields of economic and business history included are journal articles excerpts from his prominent books
plus three previously unpublished manuscripts the content is organized chronologically starting with the colonial era
and ending with the second half of the twentieth century a major highlight of the book is the key role stockbroker
charles merrill founder of merrill lynch co played in the evolution and expansion of the nation s equity markets in
the twentieth century book jacket
A Concise History of International Finance 2015-10-22 based on computer analysis of price quotes from the eighteenth
century financial press this work reevaluates the evolution of financial markets
Women and Their Money 1700-1950 2008-11-20 the history of accounting has been constructed from 68 items previously
published between 1971 and 1998 representing the key works of 72 leading authors the set is designed for a number of
applications which include a range of readings suitable for graduate and postgraduate courses on accounting history
background literature for courses dealing with particular aspects of accounting an initial source of reference for
students undertaking a doctoral thesis in accounting history and the initial source of reference for existing members
of faculty who decide to develop their research in this area the set also provides a coverage of accounting history
that meets the needs of business historians whose research encompasses financial matters the set is divided into four
separate volumes dealing with the following broad subject areas accounting research methods and twentieth century
developments in accounting theory record keeping systems and financial reporting procedures cost and management
accounting the professionalisation of accounting a significant feature of the study of accounting history in recent
years has been the emergence of a widening range of theoretical approaches the editor has therefore ensured that
writers from these different traditions are fairly represented
Perkins on U.S. Financial History and Related Topics 2009 for the first time the complete financial history of
berkshire hathaway is available under one cover in chronological format beginning at the origins of the predecessor
companies in the textile industry the reader can examine the development of the modern day conglomerate year by year
and decade by decade watching as the struggling textile company morphs into what it has become today this
comprehensive analysis distils over 10 000 pages of research material including buffett s chairman s letters
berkshire hathaway annual reports and sec filings annual meeting transcripts subsidiary financials and more the
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analysis of each year is supplemented with buffett s own commentary where relevant and examines all important
acquisitions investments and other capital allocation decisions the appendices contain balance sheets income
statements statements of cash flows and key ratios dating back to the 1930s materials brought together for the first
time the structure of the book allows the new student to follow the logic reasoning and capital allocation decisions
made by warren buffett and charlie munger from the very beginning existing berkshire shareholders and long time
observers will find new information and refreshing analysis and a convenient reference guide to the decades of
financial moves that built the modern day respected enterprise that is berkshire hathaway
FINANCIAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES 2022 klassen looks at the role businesses have played in the economic
political and social development of the province since the earliest european traders relying heavily on analysis and
case studies he considers the birth of business firms and the subsequent effects they have had on broader political
and cultural matters canadian card order number c99 910550 7 annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or
The Rise of Financial Capitalism 1993-11-26 the papers in this volume demonstrate that it can be fruitful to apply
institutional theory to business history in addition the volume shows that the wider study of the institutional
environment is inseparable from the study of business it is clear however that although institutionalism in business
history has a long pedigree many areas of research and potential interaction with theory remain to be explored the
extent to which this will occur inevitably depends upon the degree to which the interests of theoreticians serve the
needs of historians and vice versa
The History of Accounting 2000 one striking weaknesses of our financial architecture which helped bring on and
perhaps deepen the panic of 2008 is an inadequate appreciation of the past information about how the system
functioned and the reliability of organizations and institutional controls were drawn from a relatively narrow group
of recent examples history and financial crisis lessons from the 20th century is an attempt to broaden the range of
historical sources used by policy makers to understand and treat financial crises many recent discussions of the 2008
panic and the economic turmoil have found the situation to either be unprecedented or greatly similar to that of 1931
however the book s wide range of contributors suggest that the economic crisis of 2008 cannot be categorised in this
way this book was originally published as a special issue of business history
The Complete Financial History of Berkshire Hathaway 2021-04-13 for many americans capitalism is a dynamic engine of
prosperity that rewards the bold the daring and the hardworking but to many outside the united states capitalism
seems like an initiative that serves only to concentrate power and wealth in the hands of a few hereditary
oligarchies as a history of corporate governance around the world shows neither conception is wrong in this volume
some of the brightest minds in the field of economics present new empirical research that suggests that each side of
the debate has something to offer the other free enterprise and well developed financial systems are proven to
produce growth in those countries that have them but research also suggests that in some other capitalist countries
arrangements truly do concentrate corporate ownership in the hands of a few wealthy families a history of corporate
governance around the world provides historical studies of the patterns of corporate governance in several countries
including the large industrial economies of canada france germany italy japan the united kingdom and the united
states larger developing economies like china and india and alternative models like those of the netherlands and
sweden
A Business History of Alberta 1999 in the seven years since the publication of the first edition of wall street
america s financial industry has undergone a series of wrenching events that have dramatically changed the nation s
economic landscape the bull market of the 1990 s came to a close ushering in the end of the dot com boom a record
number of mergers occurred and accounting scandals in companies like enron and worldcom shook the financial industry
to its core in this wide ranging volume financial historian charles geisst provides the first history of wall street
explaining how a small concentrated pocket of lower manhattan came to have such enormous influence in national and
world affairs in this updated edition geisst sums up the recent turbulence that has threatened america s financial
industry he shows how in 1997 thirty nasdaq market makers paid a record 1 3 billion fine for price irregularities in
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stocks he makes sense of the closing of the bull market and explains a major change in the accounting rules for
mergers that caused monumental losses for companies like aol time warner and he recounts how in the aftermath of the
speculative fever that swept wall street in the 1990 s the scandals at enron tyco worldcom and conseco represent a
last gasp of mergermania and a fallout from a bubble like market wall street is at once the story of the street
itself from the days when the wall was merely a defensive barricade built by peter stuyvesant to the modern billion
dollar computer driven colossus of today in a broader sense it is an engaging economic history of the united states
the role wall street played in making america the most powerful economy in the world and the many challenges to that
role it has faced in recent years
Institutions and the Evolution of Modern Business 2014-01-14 this book offers the first in depth international survey
of current research and debates in business history great advances have been made in the history of business
enterprise and business systems over the last two decades historians are documenting and analyzing the evolution of a
wide range of important companies their patterns of innovation production and distribution financial affairs
political activities and their social impact the volume is a reference work of value to historians economists
management researchers and others concerned in accessing the latest perspectives on the evolution of business
History and Financial Crisis 2014-06-11 praise for private equity private equity history governance and operations is
an invaluable guide to understanding the world of private equity investing harry cendrowski and his colleagues have
drawn on their extensive experience and expertise to produce a book that is remarkably comprehensive and
authoritative robert larson chairman lazard real estate partners llc and larson realty group managing director lazard
alternative investments private equity history governance and operations is an essential text for any business
finance professional s library applicable to both seasoned private equity gurus and students of the industry its in
depth analysis of best practices is well researched and clearly written william campbell managing director w y
campbell company this is an interesting and very well written book it not only clearly describes the history and
techniques of private equity investing it also provides a thorough examination of the rarely appreciated
relationships among internal control design and operation corporate governance and sound investment decision making
and management it is an important contribution to the literature of finance barry epstein phd cpa partner russell
novak company llp and author of wiley gaap 2008 the handbook of accounting and auditing and wiley ifrs 2008 harry
cendrowski really hits a homerun with his newest book about the private equity pe industry a definitive authoritative
text on the subject it answered all my questions plus some and gave me a complete frame of reference where i now feel
well informed on pe i would recommend this book to anyone connected to the pe industry business advisors academics
and business owners parnell black mba cpa cva chief executive officer national association of certified valuation
analysts nacva the timing could not be better to learn more about the current best practices and governance in the
world of private equity what was once an exclusive asset class reserved for the largest most sophisticated investors
has now become a mainstream alternative investment option for investors of all sizes still many investors do not
fully understand how the business works private equity history governance and operations endows its readers with an a
to z education on this emerging asset class irrespective of their previous experiences maribeth s rahe president and
chief executive officer fort washington investment advisors inc fort washington capital partners as a private equity
practitioner in the financial services space i found this book to be a comprehensive and comprehendible resource
covering all relevant aspects of the business of private equity this book provides valuable how to s for improving
the likelihood of having successful portfolio companies with successful exits furthermore both veteran and
prospective pe investors now have a resource available to help them screen pe opportunities that best fit with their
risk and return objectives scott b mccallum principal resource financial institutions group inc for years private
equity has been a misunderstood asset class harry cendrowski s book defines private equity in clear concise terms
anyone in the financial world will benefit from the insights guidelines and experiences detailed in private equity
history governance and operations bob clone senior portfolio manager alternative investments division michigan
department of treasury
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A History of Corporate Governance around the World 2007-11-01 a history of business with a tribute to businessmen
Wall Street 1997-09-18 the routledge companion to accounting history shows how the seemingly innocuous practice of
accounting has pervaded human existence in fascinating ways at numerous times and places from ancient civilisations
to the modern day and from the personal to the political placing the history of accounting in context with other
fields of study the collection gives invaluable insights to subjects such as the rise of capitalism the control of
labour gender and family relationships racial exploitation the functioning of the state and the pursuit of military
conflict an engaging and comprehensive overview also examining geographical differences this companion is split into
key sections which explore changing technologies used to represent financial and other data historical development of
accounting theory and practice accounting institutions and those who perform accounting accountancy and the economy
accounting society and culture the role of accounting in the government protection and financing of states including
chapters on the important role played by accountancy in religious organizations a review of how the discipline is
portrayed in fine art and popular culture and analysis of sharp practice and corporate scandals the routledge
companion to accounting history has a breadth of coverage that is unmatched in this growing area of study bringing
together leading writers in the field this is an essential reference work for any student of accounting business and
management and history
Business History around the World 2003-09-18 international financial centres have come to represent a major economic
stake yet no historical study has been devoted to them professor cassis a leading financial historian attempts to
fill this gap by providing a comparative history of the most important centres that constitute the capitals of
capital new york london frankfurt paris zurich amsterdam tokyo hong kong singapore from the beginning of the
industrial age up to the present the book has been conceived as a reflection on the dynamics of the rise and decline
of international financial centres setting them in their economic political social and cultural context while rooted
in a strong and lively historical narrative it draws on the concepts of financial economics in its analysis of events
it should widely appeal to business and finance professionals as well as to scholars and students in financial and
economic history
Private Equity 2011-01-25 from wall street to bay street is the first book for a lay audience to tackle the
similarities and differences between the financial systems of canada and the united states christopher kobrak and joe
martin reveal the different paths each system has taken since the early nineteenth century
The Financial History of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company 1967 if you re a small business owner managing
the financial affairs of your business can seem like a daunting task and it s one that far too many people muddle
through rather than seek help now there s a tool packed guide designed to help you manage your finances and run your
business successfully small business financial management kit for dummies explains step by step how to handle all
your financial affairs from preparing financial statements and managing cash flow to streamlining the accounting
process requesting bank loans increasing profits and much more the bonus cd rom features handy reproducible forms
checklists and templates from a monthly expense summary to a cash flow statement and provides how to guidance that
removes the guesswork in using each tool you ll discover how to plan a budget and forecast streamline the accounting
process improve your profit and cash flow make better decisions with a profit model raise capital and request loans
invest company money wisely keep your business solvent choose your legal entity for income tax avoid common
management pitfalls put a market value on your business complete with ten rules for small business survival and a
financial glossary small business financial management kit for dummies is the fun and easy way to get your finances
in order perk up your profits and thrive long term note cd rom dvd and other supplementary materials are not included
as part of ebook file
Business and Capitalism 2003-07 niall ferguson tells the human story behind the evolution of money from its origins
in ancient mesopotamia to the latest wall street upheavals the author shows that finance is in fact the foundation of
human progress
The Routledge Companion to Accounting History 2009-05-07 hell is empty and all the devils are here shakespeare the
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tempest as soon as the financial crisis erupted the finger pointing began should the blame fall on wall street main
street or pennsylvania avenue on greedy traders misguided regulators sleazy subprime companies cowardly legislators
or clueless home buyers according to bethany mclean and joe nocera two of america s most acclaimed business
journalists the real answer is all of the above and more many devils helped bring hell to the economy and the full
story in all of its complexity and detail is like the legend of the blind men and the elephant almost everyone has
missed the big picture almost no one has put all the pieces together all the devils are here goes back several
decades to weave the hidden history of the financial crisis in a way no previous book has done it explores the
motivations of everyone from famous ceos cabinet secretaries and politicians to anonymous lenders borrowers analysts
and wall street traders it delves into the powerful american mythology of homeownership and it proves that the crisis
ultimately wasn t about finance at all it was about human nature among the devils you ll meet in vivid detail angelo
mozilo the ceo of countrywide who dreamed of spreading homeownership to the masses only to succumb to the peer
pressure and the outsized profits of the sleaziest subprime lending roland arnall a respected philanthropist and
diplomat who made his fortune building ameriquest a subprime lending empire that relied on blatantly deceptive
lending practices hank greenberg who built aig into a rube goldberg contraption with an undeserved triple a rating
and who ran it so tightly that he was the only one who knew where all the bodies were buried stan o neal of merrill
lynch aloof and suspicious who suffered from goldman envy and drove a proud old firm into the ground by promoting
cronies and pushing out his smartest lieutenants lloyd blankfein who helped turn goldman sachs from a culture that
famously put clients first to one that made clients secondary to its own bottom line franklin raines of fannie mae
who like his predecessors bullied regulators into submission and let his firm drift away from its original noble
mission brian clarkson of moody s who aggressively pushed to increase his rating agency s market share and stock
price at the cost of its integrity alan greenspan the legendary maestro of the federal reserve who ignored the
evidence of a growing housing bubble and turned a blind eye to the lending practices that ultimately brought down
wall street and inflicted enormous pain on the country just as mclean s the smartest guys in the room was hailed as
the best enron book on a crowded shelf so will all the devils are here be remembered for finally making sense of the
meltdown and its consequences
Capitals of Capital 2006-11-23 this handsomely bound collection of business quips quotables and quandaries makes an
ideal office gift for managers executives and entrepreneurs each daily entry features a fun and fascinating glimpse
behind historyŁ s greatest financial triumphsŁ and failuresŁ from the art loving medicis to the microsoft selling
bill gates
From Wall Street to Bay Street 2018-01-01
Small Business Financial Management Kit For Dummies 2007-07-30
The Ascent of Money 2008
All the Devils Are Here 2011-08-30
This Day in Business History 2006
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